SYSTEMS

CAN SEAMING Gauges
PLANER AND SHAPER PIN HEIGHT GAUGE
The Pin Height Gauge is commonly used in the initial setup
of the seamer to ensure double seaming performance
and air removal. All working surfaces are hardened and
accurately ground.
The base measures 0.75” wide x 5.25” long (19mm x
130mm). Includes a 3” extension providing a range of
9.25” (230mm).
Supplied in a wooden case for transport and storage.

COUNTERSINK DEPTH GAUGE
Provide accurate measurements from the top of the double
seam to the bottom of the countersink adjacent to the
chuck wall.
Gauges for beverage cans are 4” long and use a carbide
tip with a .015” radius. Gauges for sanitary cans are 7”
long, and use a .030” radius carbide tip. Countersink
gauges can be equipped with either a 2” diameter Inch
dial indicator which reads to .001”, a 2” diameter Metric
dial indicator which reads to .01mm, or a digital indicator
which is switchable between inch/mm, and reads to
.0001”/.001mm.
The digital indicator has an SPC output for connection to
automated seam analysis systems. All countersink gauges
are supplied in a foam lined plastic case.
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SMALL HAND TOOLS
CAN SEAM MICROMETERS
Specifically designed to measure seam thickness and seam height. Range is 0 to 0.375” (0 to 9.0mm for metric
micrometers). Graduated in .001” (.01mm) with ratchet stop to prevent false readings from overtightening. The
snub-nosed micrometers are designed for necked-in beverage cans and aerosol cans.
Cat. No.

Description

10770-00

Can Seam Micrometer, inch, for sanitary cans

10770-01

Can Seam Micrometer, metric, for sanitary cans

10770-05

Snub-nosed Can Seam Micrometer, inch, for beverage and aerosol cans

10770-06

Snub-nosed Can Seam Micrometer, metric, for beverage and aerosol cans

Nippers
A convenient, all-purpose hand tool used for hand teardown of can seams. Vinyl coated hand grips, jaw width
is 1”, overall length is 6”.
Cat. No.

Description

10771-00

Nippers
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